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Soul search: a scientist explores the afterlife
After a loss in pregnancy
Grieving time: a year’s account of recovery from loss
Understanding: death of the wished-for child
Surviving pregnancy loss
Living through mourning
Someone you love is dying
Everything you need to know when a parent dies
I don’t know what to say
When dinosaurs die: a guide to understanding death
Grieving teen: a guide for teenagers and their friends
Straight talk about death for teenagers
When a friend dies: a book for teens about grieving & healing
Coping with grieving and loss
Going home : finding peace when pets die
Intimacy of death and dying
How do we tell the children?
Healing grief: reclaiming your life after any loss
Coping with death and grief
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How to be a perfect stranger: the essential religious etiquette handbook
Lost and found: a kid’s book for living through loss
Birth we call death
No one has to die alone : preparing for a meaningful death
Saying goodbye to…a brother or sister
Saying goodbye to…a friend
Saying goodbye to…a grandparent
Saying goodbye to…a parent
Saying goodbye to…a pet
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No time to say goodbye
Living when a young friend commits suicide, or even…
What we do when someone dies
Death : the scientific facts to help us understand it better
How we die: reflections on the life’s final chapter
Coping with a miscarriage
Silent sorrow: pregnancy loss
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Helping children grieve
Helping parents grieve finding new life after the death of a child
We will miss you support for grieving the death of a pet
Is there life after death?
I wasn’t ready to say goodbye

